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4 of 17 modeling the distribution of several contents within distinct levels of QoS. Since a given content may 129 be meaningful only to a given region of interest, they assume that each content type is related to a 130 target region where it must be made available.
131
Deployment based on evolutionary approaches is proposed by Lochert et al. [39] . Authors 132 study how the infrastructure should be used to improve data travel time over very large distances.
133
They present a multi-layer aggregation scheme defining landmarks. Cars passing landmarks record 134 the time travel, which is aggregated to infer the time travel between more distant landmarks. These identifying individual vehicles, we may rely on migration ratios of vehicles between adjacent locations 158 of the road network as presented in [44] .
159
Analytic studies are also found in the literature. Bazzi et al. [45] strategies. In fact, we can use the Delta network to measure one dimension of the performance of the 189 vehicular network (connected time in terms of trip duration), and also to plan a new network from 190 scratch, or even update an existing one, using Delta to define the location of future roadside units.
191
The Delta Network is formally introduced in Definition 1. In previous works [28, 47] , we have turned our attention on developing solutions for Delta in 204 order to reach one single target performance. Basically, along these works we intended to minimize the 205 number of roadside units in order to achieve a given combination of ρ 2 percent of vehicles connected 206 to roadside units during ρ 1 percent of the trip duration, i.e., the optimal layout of roadside units for 207 one single point composing the Delta curve (such as the red point in Fig. 1 ). Solving this problem is 208 interesting because it allows the network designer to build the network infrastructure guaranteeing 209 such performance level in order to deploy a set of specific vehicular applications demanding the 210 aforementioned connectivity. Here, we outline the basic solution to a particular combination of {ρ 1 , ρ 2 }.
211
Before continuing the discusson on the Delta Network, we describe a strategy for representing 212 road networks with arbitrary topology. We model road networks as a grid-like structure. Basically, we divide the city into a set of same-sized urban cells (road partitions), as depicted in Fig. 2 Figure 3. Percentage of road network that must be covered in order to achieve the Delta Network for pairs of ρ 1 and ρ 2 when solving the deployment using Delta-g. Recall that ρ 2 indicates the share of vehicles that must be connected during ρ 1 percent of the trip duration. Results consider the Cologne mobility trace. Source: Silva et al. [48] .
In order get this result, we run the heuristic for each pair of {ρ 1 ,ρ 2 } presented above. In the
223
following section, we turn our attention to finding global solutions (instead of solutions for one single 224 pair). Complimentary, we highlight that Fig. 3 is an adaption of the result presented by our team in [48] .
225
However, in [48] we present the percentage area to be covered in terms of the whole city of Cologne, 226 while in Fig. 3 we present the percentage area to be covered considering only areas presenting traffic. 
Extending Delta Network to global solutions: using scores to customize the coverage

228
The previous section exploits solutions to solve the Delta Network considering a specific 8-9). Then, the heuristic loops until selecting α covered cells.
247
The score computation (line 5) deserves special attention. In fact, in our opinion, the most 248 interesting feature of this heuristic is the ability to customize the score. By customizing the score we 249 have the opportunity to impose specific properties on the vehicular network, such as selecting the 250 kind of trip that we intend to prioritize, and how connectivity is distributed across vehicles. In order 251 to demonstrate how the score computation impacts the outcome of the heuristic, we present three 252 strategies for computing the score: a) strategy balanced; b) strategy direct; and, c) strategy inverse.
253
The strategy balanced considers an uniform distribution of weights for all ranges of ''percentage 254 trip duration under coverage" (ρ 1 ). The strategy computes the score of each cell by estimating the area 255 underneath the Delta curve (since we rely on a greedy heuristic, the obtained area may not be optimal).
256
Let's assume that cells {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n−1 } are covered. Then, the score of cell c n is given by Eq. 1:
where f (x) indicates the Delta curve after covering cells {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n }.
258
On the other hand, the strategy direct assigns weight to cells directly proportional to the . . , c n−1 } are covered. Then, the score of cell c n is given by Eq. 2:
where ρ 1 (v) 
where ρ Fig. (a) shows the distribution used for the strategy balanced. All ranges of ''percentage trip duration under coverage" receive the same weight, and the goal is to maximize the area under the Delta curve. Fig. (b) shows the distribution used for the strategy direct, where weights are directly proportional to the ''percentage trip duration under coverage" shown in the x-axis. By using such distribution, we intend to increase the share of highly connected vehicles. Fig. (c) shows the distribution used for the strategy inverse, where weights are inversely proportional to the ''percentage trip duration under coverage". By using such distribution, we intend to democratize the coverage. 
Methods and Materials
280
Now, we present a set of experiments designed to characterize the performance of the balanced, curves is 1 (square with both sides equal 1). The legend of each plot indicates the area achieved. Figure 7 . Layout of roadside units deployed by dl and balanced. Fig. (a) shows the Cologne traffic. The darker is the area, the more intense is the flow. Figs. 6(d)-6(f) present the Differential Delta Network, i.e., they plot only the difference 327 ''balanced minus dl". As we can notice, all three plots are positive, also indicating that balanced provides better coverage than dl, while Fig. 7 presents the layout of roadside units deployed by both strategies. showing reduction in terms of highly connected vehicles. balanced and direct, the strategy inverse also deploys roadside units in circles from the epicenter of traffic.
371
However, the layout provided by the strategy inverse is much less concentrated around the epicenter 372 of traffic. Such issue illustrates that the strategy inverse is more focused on providing coverage for new 373 vehicles, than extending the coverage of highly connected ones.
374
In order to highlight differences among the proposed strategies (balanced, direct, inverse), we plot and, inverse (green). We consider the same coverage scenarios ranging from 5% up to 15% of the road 377 network. We notice that strategy inverse (green) provides more connectivity than balanced (blue) in Figs. 12(d)-12(f) present the Differential Delta Network of (i) direct compared to balanced, and
384
(ii) inverse compared to balanced. The red curve indicates the value ''balanced minus direct", while the 385 green curve plots ''balanced minus inverse". All three figures show the same behavior:
